Twisted laminar composite structures for high power and large-stroke actuators based on coiled Multi Wall Carbon Nanotube (MWNT) composite yarns were crafted by integrating high-density Nanoenergetic Gas Generators (NGG) into carbon nanotube sheets. The linear actuation force, resulting from the pneumatic force caused by expanding gases confined within the pores of laminar structure and twisted carbon nanotube yarns, can be further amplified by increasing NGG loading and yarns twist density, as well as selecting NGG compositions with high energy density and largevolume gas generation. Moreover, the actuation force and power can be tuned by the surrounding environment, such as to increase the actuation by combustion in ambient air.
Introduction
Recent decades of advancement in nanotechnology enabled the development of nanoscale sensors and electromechanical devices, which are capable of active response through actuation. Various types of artificial muscles, based on actuation in nanofibers have been developed, particularly with carbon nanotube yarns and sheets [1] . Among the advanced actuator systems, the composites materials based on the carbon nanotubes are of exceptional importance. The enormous interest towards carbon nanotubes is driven by the outstanding physical and mechanical properties attractive for applications, particularly, the remarkable strength and high stiffness of up to 300 MPa for single-ply yarns [2] , as well as extraordinary electrical, optical [3, 4] and thermal properties of carbon nanotubes [5] . These physical properties combined with high aspect ratio (length/diameter) and low density of carbon nanotubes inspired extensive research on developing advanced composite material systems. Specifically, Multi Walled Carbon Nanotube (MWNT) sheets extracted from carbon nanotube forest are opening a perspective for utilization in textile composite nanomaterials. It was shown that MWNT sheets can be scrolled into yarns incorporating functional materials, such as wax, where the yarns can act as actuators [6, 7] when electrically or optically changing the yarn temperature [8, 9] . Various solvents and water vapor can drive mechanical actuation in hierarchically arranged helical carbon nanotube fibers and yarns [10] [11] [12] .
Combustion reactions can liberate high-pressure gasses at extremely high speeds, and this rapid gas expansion can potentially drive large-work, high-force actuation if confined within twisted MWNT yarns. Based on this strategy, we have created nanocomposites comprising twisted MWNT yarns that contain nanoenergetic guest-3 loaded materials, which act as Nanoenergetic Gas Generators (NGG) upon rapid combustion [13] . The NGG are nano-structured mixtures of fuel (metal nanoparticles, usually Al or Mg) and non-metal or metal oxides (Bi 2 O 3 , I 2 O 5 , Fe 2 O 3 etc). In this study we employ the nanoenergetic system of Al-I 2 O 5 due to superior generation of highly gaseous phases [14] . In applications where the toxicity of released iodine gas can be concerning, Al-Bi(OH) 3 NGG can be used [15] , which releases large amount of water vapors and bismuth. In the medical, biological sciences and ceramic industry, bismuth and its compounds are considered as relatively safe. The in-vitro cytotoxicity of bismuth nanoparticles showed that the reason of low toxicity of bismuth nanoparticles is that the bismuth ions are the least toxic among all heavy metals [16] . The generated gases act as a pneumatic pump to rapidly inflate the MWNT yarns and produce tensile and torsional actuation owing to the twisted and coiled yarn structures. The proposed actuator yarns can be utilized in deployment of solar sails and panels, emergency forced opening of valves, elevation of heavy objects in hard to reach situations, where high power to mass ratio is desired.
Preparation of MWNT/NGG yarns
MWNT/NGG yarns were prepared by spray coating nanoenergetic composite of Al-I 2 O 5 into 20 MWNT sheets and scrolling them into twisted and coiled yarns. The details of experimental methods and procedures are specified in the supplement. SEM of the stacked MWNT sheets before NGG coating reveals MWNT bundles preferentially aligned in the direction of the sheet with interconnected structure, Figure 1 To form MWNT/NGG yarns, the stacked sheets were twisted into Archimedean yarns, as described in ref [17] , with 800-1000 turns/m per final yarn length. The coiled yarns were created by introducing further 2.5x10 4 turns/m, ref [8] . SEM images of the MWNT/NGG yarns reveal diameters between 350-400 m for coiled yarns, while twisted yarns have a diameter of 250-300 m as demonstrated in Figure 1 In another set of actuation performance, the yarn is allowed to change length, causing the physical actuation, as illustrated in Thus, the comparison of gasless Ni-Al system with Al-I 2 O 5 proves that the gas generation has critical role in yarn actuation. Specifically, for the system (1), the fast oxidation reaction releases vigorous amount of iodine, generating high pressure, which can be estimated using Kamlet-Jacobs theory [20] [21] [22] [23] . The combustion front velocity and generated pressure are given by
Where: , , 1.558, 1.01,
(4)
The combustion front velocity V is expressed in m/s, P is the pressure (GPa), N is the moles of the gas per gram of initial mixture (mol/g), M is the molar mass of the gas (g/mol), Q is the enthalpy of the reaction (cal/g) and is the loading density (g/cm 3 ) respectively. Using Equation 3, we calculated a combustion front velocity of ~2600 m/s for the system (1), which is in good agreement with the experimentally measured value of ~2000 m/s [14] . The pressure calculated for reaction (1), using equation (3), was 1.3 GPa (for details of calculation, see the supplement). Thus, upon ignition, the NGG system (1) produces powerful pneumatic actuation of the MWNT/NGG coiled and twisted yarns.
To estimate the power generated during the MWNT/NGG coiled and twisted yarns actuation, the setup of lifting a mass of 2 g shown in Figure 3c (inset) was used.
Unlike the force stroke measurement, when the two ends of the yarn are fixed, the bottom end of the yarn rotates around the yarn axis during the actuation. The specific power was higher for coiled yarns due to torsional untwisting kinetic energy, which caused the mass to rotate during uplift. The highest specific power reaches 4700 W/kg during yarn actuation. These are 94 times higher than that of a typical mammalian muscle that is 50 W/Kg [24] . In comparison, the power output for helical fiber actuators was estimated as 49 W/kg [11] , and the typical power output of carbon nanotube actuators is 10 W/kg, reaching maximum at 270 W/kg [24] . The comparison of the actuation performance in air, inert environment and vacuum is detailed in supplement. The actuation efficiency estimation show that less than 1 % of overall heating and chemical energy is transformed into the mechanical actuation due to extreme high rate of escaping gases penetrating through the yarns. Increasing the efficiency of the energy transformation to the 8 mechanical actuation by enhancing numbers of outer layers of carbon nanotube sheets leads to demolition of actuator yarns. Thus, the easiest and fast penetration rate of the discharge gases is the significant element for operation of this type of actuators, for which the high power, twist and rotational movements at high speed operation in vacuum are the most attractive advantages, despite the low efficiency. Moreover, with this low efficiency, the power to mass ratio of yarns is still the highest among carbon based actuators.
MWNT/NGG yarns after the actuation
The infrared temperature measurements show that the propagating combustion , Figure 4a [25]. The I D /I G ratio increased from 1.04 to 1.14 for yarns before and after being actuated, suffering a ~10 % overall damage after being combusted. Further TEM analysis of the ignited MWNT/NGG yarns in Figure 4b revealed that the individual walls of the nanotubes were being broken due to the expansion of the yarn during the NGG ignition/gas generation.
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Conclusions
Robust laminar MWNT/NGG composite coiled yarns were fabricated by extreme twisting of carbon nanotube sheets covered with nano-energetic material such as Al-I 2 O 5 .
In coiled yarns, both tensile and torsional actuations can be generated simultaneously by vigorous gas released during the combustion. The actuation force may potentially be improved by increasing the NGG loading density and the amount of twist inserted into the yarn. The contractile specific power was found to be greatest in air for coiled yarns and can be reached up to 4700 W/kg. According to Thermogravimetric, Raman and SEM analysis the structure of laminar twisted MWNT yarns is preserved after combustion and actuation. Ultimately, the proof-of-concept of a proposed laminar MWNT/NGG composites show a great potential to use as a one-time, high power and high stroke actuator materials that can work in both atmospheric and vacuum/inert conditions. The laminar composites can be used towards outer space applications for the deployment of solar sails and panels, to reduce the weight and complexity that accompany conventional actuators.
Supplementary Material
The supplementary material presents the details of MWNT/NGG yarn preparation, actuation force measurement setup, estimation of pressure and combustion front velocity, the performance comparison between coiled and twisted yarns, and 
